field at all, I found that plasticity must have a new sense, as well as a
science of materials. The greatest of the materials, steel, glass, ferro- or
armoured concrete were new. Had they existed in the ancient order wTe
never would have had anything at all like 'classic architecture'.
And it may interest you, as it astonished me, to learn that there was
nothing in the literature of the civilized world on the nature of materials
in this sense. So I began to study the nature of materials, learning to see
them. I now learned to see brick as brick, to see wood as wood, and to see
concrete or glass or metal. See each for itself and all as themselves. Strange
to say, this required greater concentration of imagination. Each material
demanded different handling and had possibilities of use peculiar to its
own nature. Appropriate designs for one material wrould not be appro-
priate at all for another material. At least, not in the light of this spiritual
ideal of simplicity as organic plasticity. Of course, as I could now see, there
could be no organic architecture where the nature of materials was ignored
or misunderstood. How could there be? Perfect correlation is the first
principle of growth. Integration, or even the very word 'organic' means
that nothing is of value except as it is naturally related to the whole in the
direction of some living purpose, a true part of entity. My old master had
designed for the old materials all alike; brick, stone, wood, iron wrought
or iron cast, or plaster—all were grist for his rich imagination and his
sentient ornament.
To him all materials were only one material in which to weave the stuff
of his dreams. I still remember being ashamed of the delight I took at first
in thus seeing—thanks to him too—so plainly around the beloved Master's
own practice. But acting upon this new train of ideals brought work
sharply up against the tool I could find to get the ideas in practical form:
the Machine. What were the tools in use everywhere? Machines—auto-
matic, most of them. Stone- or wood-planers, moulding shapers, various
lathes and power saws, all in commercialized organized mills. Sheet-metal
breakers, gigantic presses, shears, moulding and stamping machines in the
sheet-metal industry, commercialized in 'shops'. Foundries and rolling-
mills turned out cast-iron and steel in any imaginable shape. The machine
as such had not seemed to interest Louis Sullivan. Perhaps he took it for
granted. But what a resource, that rolling or drawing or extruding of
metal! And more confusion to the old order, concrete-mixers, form-
makers, clay-bakers, casters, glass-makers, all in organized trade unions.
And the unions themselves were all units in a more or less highly com-
mercialized union in which craftsmanship had no place except as survival-
for-burial. Standardization had already become an inflexible necessity.
Standardization was either the enemy or a friend to the architect. He
might choose. But I felt that as he chose be became master and useful or
else he became a luxury and eventually a parasite. Although not realized
then at all nor yet completely realized by the architect, machine standard-
ization had already taken the life of handicraft in all its expressions. If I
was to realize new buildings I should have to have new technique. I should
have to so design buildings that they would not only be appropriate to
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